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Abstract 

This paper proposes a mobile quantum payment 

agreement based on the entanglement coherence of four-

particle GHZ (Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger) state. 

Taking the four-particle GHZ state as the quantum 

channel, achieving the overall process of mobile payment 

through the physical properties of quantum mechanics 

and adopting the quantum key distribution, this protocol 

overcomes the limitation of computational security that 

generally exists in the traditional mobile payment system, 

and possesses the unconditional security in cryptography. 

Keywords: Quantum mobile payment, Four-particle 

GHZ State, Quantum blind signature 

1 Introduction 

Payment, as an important link in the modern 

financial system, plays a crucial role in the financial 

system. With the development of information 

technology, the payment method is no longer confined 

to traditional forms, such as cash payment and bank 

card payment, etc., in the era of e-commerce and big 

data. In recent years when the e-commerce develops 

rapidly, it’s a very important issue to choose a proper 

payment method. Since 1982 when Chaum proposed 

the concept of e-cash [1], many scientific researchers 

have begun to devote themselves to the study of e-cash 

system and proposed a lot of e-cash payment schemes 

[2-5]. Because compared with other payment methods, 

the e-payment is an ideal payment method. 

Nowadays, the mobile payment has sprung up 

everywhere and become an important e-payment 

method that is most widely used by people. The mobile 

payment aims to pay off debts and discharge the 

debtor-creditor relationship by transferring the 

monetary value through mobile communication 

equipment and wireless communication technology. 

The mobile payment is mainly represented by the 

payment with mobile phone. The general operation 

mode is that users connect to the network through 

mobile terminals, such as mobile phone and computer, 

etc., or accomplish the information exchange through 

close information technology so as to transfer the cash 

from the paying party to the receiving party and 

achieve the goal of payment. Compared with the 

perfect traditional payment forms, such as cash 

payment and bank card payment, etc., the mobile 

payment, characterized by mobility, instantaneity and 

rapidity, is more convenient and cost-effective. 

Customers are uncontrolled to accomplish the payment 

through mobile terminals and network anywhere at any 

time. In the current market, the mainstream mobile 

payment platforms include Apple Pay, Alipay, WeChat 

Pay and “Quick Pass” UnionPay, etc., and the mobile 

payment has become a brand-new e-payment method 

closely related to our daily life. 

In fact, the background support of mobile payment 

is the modern information and technology revolution 

and the emerging information technology that 

combines a new generation of electronic technology 

and information security technology with the internet, 

mobile communication network, mobile terminal and 

big data. However, the mobile payment, with simple 

payment procedures and simplex means of payment 

auditing and identity authentication, is short of 

dynamic and complete risk management system, so 

there are an endless number of internet frauds and 

telecom frauds in recent years, which shows that 

security is the greatest problem to impede the 

development of mobile payment. It should be pointed 

out that the existing e-payment system, including 

mobile payment system, is achieved based on the blind 

signature and group signature in the classical digital 

signature. The schemes of classical group signature 

and blind signature are mostly designed based on the 

computational complexity problems in the 

mathematical field, including the problems of 

factorization, discrete logarithm and quadratic residue, 
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etc. [6-9], but these schemes have not been proved to 

be unconditionally secure. Therefore, the e-payment 

system established based on the classical signatures 

cannot be proved to be unconditionally secure. With 

the unceasing enhancement of computing power and 

especially with the appearance of quantum computer, 

these algorithms or protocols will be unsafe any more, 

because they may be defeated by the quantum 

computer instantaneously. But the quantum signature 

can overcome the above-mentioned shortcomings of 

classical signatures. It’s determined by the two basic 

characteristics of quantum key distribution, i.e. 

unconditional security and detectability of intercepting, 

so the e-payment system built based on the quantum 

signature is also of unconditional security. Therefore, 

people begin to turn their sights on the quantum 

cryptosystem based on the physical properties of 

quantum mechanics rather than on the computational 

complexity problems in the mathematical field and 

propose a series schemes of quantum group signature 

and quantum blind signature [10-19], based on which 

they establish some quantum payment systems [20] 

with unconditional security. 

The first quantum cryptographic protocol with 

unconditional security in human history is the BB84 

quantum key distribution (QKD) protocol proposed in 

1984 [21], which has been proved to be 

unconditionally secure. Then, people successively put 

forward some quantum key distribution protocols 

based on quantum entangled states, which are widely 

used in practice and get more and more mature [22-23]. 

This paper distributes the key through quantum key 

distribution protocol, takes the four-particle GHZ state 

as the quantum channel, chooses the specific 

measurement direction to express sensitive messages 

and takes the quantum blind signature as the basis to 

build a mobile quantum payment system. Reference 

[20] mainly using quantum group blind signature to 

solve the traditional payment problem and improve 

security. Based on the rapid development of third-party 

mobile payment, this paper designs a quantum mobile 

payment protocol. Compared with reference [20], a 

new application scenario of quantum payment is 

introduced in this paper, and the group signature is 

removed, so this protocol is more concise under the 

premise of unchanged security. However, it should be 

noted that our protocol is established in absence of 

noise and of imperfections in detecting.  

2 Basic Principles 

2.1 Entanglement Coherence of Four-particle 

GHZ State 

Set the four photons, A, B, C and D, at the GHZ 

state 

 
ABCD ABCD

| | 1111
1

2

ψ 〉 = 〉+ 〉(|0000 )  (1) 

Alice, Bob, Charlie and Diana possess photon A, B, 

C and D respectively. Define the eigen state of 

measurement basis Bx as 

 | (| 0 |1 )
1

2

x+ 〉 = 〉+ 〉 , | (| 0 |1 )
1

2

x− 〉 = 〉− 〉  (2) 

If Alice, Bob, Charlie and Diana adopt basis Bx to 

measure their own particle, the measurement results of 

A, B, C and D have quantum coherence. It can be 

known from equation (2) that 

 | 0 (| | )
1

2

x x〉 = + 〉+ − 〉 , |1 (| | )
1

2

x x〉 = + 〉− − 〉  (3) 

Substituting equation (3) into equation (1), the state 

of particle GHZ can be expressed as: 

ABCD
|

1
[ ( ) ( )]

2
j j j j

j j

x x x xψ 〉 = + + − + + − −∏ ∏  (4) 

j belongs to the set {Alice, Bob, Charlie and Diana} 

and the right side of the equation is 8 superposition 

items for the state of the four particles along the x 

direction. Thereinto, 2 items are full--x state 

x− x− x− x−  and full-+x state +x +x  

+x +x  and the remaining 6 phases are the 

permutation and combination of any two of the four 

particles as -x: 

( x− x− +x +x + +x x− x− +x + x− +x

x− +x + +x x− +x x− + x− +x +x x− +

+x +x x− x− ) 

The coherence of Alice, Bob, Charlie and Diana’s 

measurement results is shown in Table 1. It can be 

known from Table 1 that: 

Table 1. Entanglement Coherence of Four-particle 

GHZ State under Basis Bx 

Alice Bob Charlie Diana Remarks 

x−  x−  x−  x−  I 

+x  +x  +x  +x  I 

x−  x−  +x  +x  Z 

+x  x−  x−  +x  I 

x−  +x  x−  +x  Z 

+x  x−  +x  x−  Z 

x−  +x  +x  x−  I 

+x  +x  x−  x−  Z 

 

(1) An even number of -x states can be obtained by 

measuring each one-particle state through basis Bx. 
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This means if all the four people measure their own 

particle along the x direction, the measurement result 

of Alice can be determined by combining the results of 

Bob, Charlie and Diana. If the number of -x calculated 

simply by them is the even number, the measurement 

result of Alice is +x, and if it is odd, the result is -x. 

The result of A cannot be determined unless the other 

three people combine their messages. 

(2) Meanwhile, it can be seen if the measurement 

results of Bob and Charlie are the same, the 

measurement results of Diana and Alice must be the 

same, as shown in the row with mark I in the remark 

column of Table 1. Conversely, if the measurement 

results of Bob and Charlie are converse, the 

measurement results of Diana and Alice must be 

converse, as shown in the row with mark Z in the 

remark column of Table 1. 

This is the entanglement coherence rule of four-

particle GHZ state. 

1.2 Phase Transformation of the Quantum 

State Through Quantum Gate Z 

Quantum gate Z is the z component ˆ

z
σ  of Pauli 

matrix, expressed as the matrix form: 

 
1 0

ˆ
0 1

z
Z σ

⎛ ⎞
= = ⎜ ⎟

−⎝ ⎠
 (5) 

The function of gate Z is to achieve the phase 

transformation of quantum bit, namely, changing the 

direction of basis |1〉. If the gate Z acts on the quantum 

state |ψ〉 = a|0〉 + b|1〉, the result will be Z|ψ〉 = a|0〉 - 

b|1〉, namely, rotating π/2 around basis |1〉 in the 

clockwise direction. If the gate Z acts on the quantum 

state +x  or x− , the result will be: 

 1/ 2( 0 1 )Z x Z x⎡ ⎤+ = + = −⎣ ⎦  (6) 

 1/ 2( 0 1 )Z x Z x⎡ ⎤− = − = +⎣ ⎦  (7) 

3 Protocol Description 

The scenario setting and protocol description are as 

follows: 

It is assumed that customer Alice wants to buy 

something from merchant Diana by means of e-

payment through the mobile terminal Charlie and their 

deposit banks are Bob. Alice sends a shopping message 

M (including the payment amount message M1 and the 

detailed goods message M2, of which message M2 

should be blind due to privacy protection) to merchant 

Diana and asks bank Bob to pay at the same time. 

Bank Bob and mobile terminal Charlie will sign the 

shopping message after receiving the request for 

authorization. Thereinto, they carry on the blind 

signature to M2, meanwhile deduct the amount M1 from 

Alice’s account, then deposit M1 into the merchant’s 

account. At last, Diana delivers the goods to Alice after 

confirming that the signature of mobile terminal 

Charlie is effective. In this way, the transaction is 

finished. 

The quantum payment protocol model is as shown in 

Figure 1. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Quantum payment protocol model based on the entanglement coherence of four-particle GHZ State 

3.1 System Initialization 

3.1.1 Step 1: quantum key distribution 

The shared keys of all trading parties are shown as 

follows: 

KAB, K’AB: the shared key of Alice and bank Bob; 

KAC, K’AC: the shared key of Alice and mobile 

terminal Charlie; 

KAD: the shared key of Alice and merchant Diana; 

KBD: the shared key of bank Bob and merchant 

Diana; 

KCD: the shared key of merchant Diana and mobile 

terminal Charlie. 
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The distribution of these keys can be accomplished 

through the famous BB84 protocol or B92 protocol 

[18-19], or other mature protocols in practical 

application [20-21]. 

3.1.2 Step 2: establishment of the quantum 

channel of GHZ state 

Bank Bob prepares n sets of four-particle 

entanglement of the GHZ state as shown in equation 

(1). Bob keeps particle B from each set of entangled 

particles for itself, sends particle A to its customer 

Alice, sends particle C to mobile terminal Charlie and 

sends particle D to merchant Diana. The particles 

distribution of a set of four-particle GHZ is as shown 

in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. The particles distribution of a set of four-

particle GHZ 

3.1.3 Step 3: Alice carries out the message 

segmentation and transformation and tells 

all the parties to begin the transaction 

Alice divides the shopping message M (the classical 

binary sequence) into two parts: M1 and M2. M1 

includes the payment amount and the information 

about the deposit bank Bob of merchant Diana and M2 

is the detailed billing information about the goods 

purchased by customer Alice, of which M2 should be 

blind due to privacy protection. Alice informs bank 

Bob to withdraw the amount, and transfer the amount 

M1 drawn by bank Bob from its own account into the 

account of Diana in bank Bob. Alice tells Diana to start 

the transaction through the public channel. 

3.2 Alice Makes Message M2 Blind 

Set M2, the detailed billing information about the 

goods purchased by customer Alice, as 

{ }2
( ), 0,1,2, ,m i iM n== � , which is a  binary classical 

bit string. Alice can obtain the blind message 
2

M ′  by 

encrypting M2 through KAD, the shared key of Alice and 

merchant Diana, 

 { }
AD

2 2
( ) ( ), 1,2, ,

K
M E M m i i n′ ′= = = �  (8) 

3.3 Alice Notices Bank Bob and Mobile 

Terminal Charlie and Initiates the 

Shopping 

Alice initiates the shopping and encrypts the 

payment amount message M1 and the blind message 

2
M ′  through the shared key KAB, K’AB and the shared 

key KAC, K’AC respectively, and then sends the 

messages to bank Bob and mobile terminal Charlie. 

3.4 Alice Authorizes Bob and Charlie 

Step 1. Alice, based on the sensitive message 

M2= { }( ), 0,1,2, ,m i i n= � , measures the particle A 

sequence possessed by her through basis Bx and selects 

the specific measurement direction of +x direction or -x 

direction according to the rules shown in the equation 

below: 

 
( )=0, +

( )=1,

m i x

m i x

⎧
⎨

−⎩
 (9) 

The selection of specific measurement direction 

refers to quantum random collapse. In the case of 

measurement under basis Bx, the measurement result 

will collapse into state x+  (or state x− ) at the 

probability of 50%, which is called by us that the 

specific measurement direction that has been selected 

is +x direction (or -x direction). In this way, we select 

the particle that has collapsed into state x+  in the 

particle A sequence when ( )=0m i , and select the 

particle that has collapsed into state x−  in the particle 

A sequence when ( )=1m i . For example, if i=1, m(1)=0, 

Alice selected the a set of four-particle GHZ whose 

particle A’s quantum state is x+  as the first set four-

particle GHZ. 

We record the sequence number of these selected 

particles in the particle A sequence and notice the other 

three parties that have participated in the protocol 

through the classical communication mode. We discard 

the unselected particles and the four-particle GHZ 

entanglement, in which the unselected particles exist. 

The speed of message transfer will not surpass the 

speed of light, because we choose the classical 

communication mode to notice the other three parties. 

Step 2. Alice authorizes Bob and Charlie to implement 

the blind signature of M2 

Alice notices Bob and Charlie and asks them to 

measure the particle B and C sequences under basis Bx 

respectively. After measurement, Charlie reports the 

measurement result to bank Bob. Alice authorizes Bob 

to compare the measurement results of particle B and C 

sequences, as recorded as 1 bit classical message 

BC
m ( )i  according to the equation below 

 

( )

( )

0

1

B C

BC

B C

B C

BC

B C

x x

m i

x x

x x

m i

x x

⎫+ + ⎪
→ =⎬

− − ⎪⎭

⎫+ − ⎪
→ =⎬

− + ⎪⎭

 (10) 
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A 

Bob 
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Bob encrypts the comparison result { }( )
BC BC

M m i=  

through KBD and then sends it to Diana as the blind 

signature of Alice’s shopping list M2. 

3.5 Merchant Diana Verifies the Signature 

Step 1. Merchant Diana receives the blind signature 

BC
M  that has been encrypted by bank Bob through 

KBD and obtains { }( )
BC

m i  by means of decryption. 

Step 2. Diana carries out the single quantum gate 

operation to the sequence of particle D possessed by 

her according to the value of ( )
BC

m i  and the equation 

below 

 
( )=0

( )=1

BC D

BC D

m i I

m i Z

ϕ

ϕ

⎧ →⎪
⎨

→⎪⎩
 (11) 

In this equation, 0 0 1 1I = +  is the identity 

operation and Z 0 0 1 1= −  is the operation of 

quantum gate Z. 

Step 3. Diana measures the particle D which has 

passed gate I or gate Z under basis Bx, with the 

measurement result expressed as { }D
M = m (i)

D
, the 

classical message of binary system, 

 
m (i) 0

m (i) 1

DD

DD

x

x

⎧ + → =⎪
⎨
− → =⎪⎩

 (12) 

Step 4. Merchant Diana receives the shopping message 

M={M1; M2} from Alice and obtains M1 and M2 after 

the decryption through the shared key KAD, in which 

{ }2
(i)M m= . Merchant Diana verifies whether 

{ }D
M = m (i)

D
 and 

2
(i)M m=  conform to the verification 

rule below. If they do, merchant Diana will announce 

that the signature is effective, the detailed billing 

information M2 is correct, and the goods can be 

delivered; otherwise, Diana will refuse the signature. 

 (i) (i)
D

m m=  or 
2 D

M M=  (13) 

3.6 The Deduction of Customer Alice and the 

Deposit of Merchant Diana 

Step 1. If Bob and Charlie receive the message that 

Diana accepts the signature and the delivery message 

from the Diana, they will deduct the corresponding 

amount from Alice’s account according to M1 and add 

(deposit) the corresponding amount into Diana’s 

account. 

Step 2. If customer Alice and merchant Diana can 

confirm that the amount that has been deducted and 

deposited is correct, the transaction is finished. 

4 Analysis on Scheme Security 

4.1 Blindness 

The blind message 
2

M ′  is obtained by encrypting 

2
M , the detailed billing information about the goods 

purchased by customer Alice, through KAD, the shared 

key of Alice and merchant Diana, so 
2

M ′  is blind for 

the signers, bank Bob and mobile terminal Charlie. 

4.2 Correctness of the Scheme 

If all the parties implement the operation according 

to the protocol procedures, the blind signature and 

signature verification will work out and the shopping 

and delivery can be carried out successfully. Because 

the entanglement coherence rule of four-particle GHZ 

state is as follows: if the measurement results of Bob 

and Charlie are the same, the measurement results of 

Diana and Alice must be the same; and conversely, if 

the measurement results of Bob and Charlie are 

converse, the measurement results of Diana and Alice 

must be converse. If all the parties implement the 

operation according to the protocol procedures 

honestly, the equation (4) must be correct and the 

signatures can be verified successfully. 

4.3 Prevention of Fraudulence of the Scheme 

It is assumed in this protocol that bank Bob is honest, 

so it can be known from the analysis that the other 

three parties cannot cheat or disavow unilaterally and 

the attacker cannot pretend successfully, including: 

(1) Alice cannot cheat successfully or the attacker 

cannot pretend to be Alice successfully; 

(2) Diana cannot disavow successfully; 

(3) Charlie cannot forge the transaction of Alice or 

Diana successfully. 

The reason is that the quantum state of the particle 

possessed by one party cannot be determined unless 

the other three parties combine their measurement 

results according to the entanglement coherence rule of 

four-particle GHZ state as shown in Table 1. Any party 

cannot obtain more information unilaterally even if the 

measurement basis is changed. It is proved as follows: 

As for any party of Alice, Bob, Charlie and Diana, it 

is assumed that Diana adopts the measurement basis 

that doesn’t conform to the regulations of protocol, 

with this basis expressed as:  

 
0 1

0 1

d a b

d a b

+ + +

− − −

= +

= +

 (14) 

Any set of basis in the 2D Hilbert space generated 

by 0  and 1  can be expressed through the equation 

above. Setting d
+

 and d
−

 as a set of unit 

orthogonal bases, we can obtain that 
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2 2

2 2

0

1

1

a a b b

a b

a b

+ − + −

+ +

− −

⎧ + =
⎪⎪

+ =⎨
⎪

+ =⎪⎩

.
 

(15) 

It can be known from equation (14) that  

 

0 =

1

b b
d d

a b a b a b a b

a a
d d

b a b a b a b a

− +

+ −

+ − − + + − − +

− +

+ −

+ − − + + − − +

⎧
−⎪ − −⎪

⎨
⎪ = −
⎪ − −⎩

 (16) 

Setting 

 

0 0

1 1

,

,

b b
A B

a b a b a b a b

a a
A B

b a b a b a b a

− +

+ − − + + − − +

− +

+ − − + + − − +

⎧
= =⎪ − −⎪

⎨
⎪ = =
⎪ − −⎩

 (17) 

We can obtain that 

 
0 0

1 1

0 =

1

A d B d

A d B d

+ −

+ −

⎧ −⎪
⎨

= −⎪⎩
   (18) 

It can be known from the equation above that 

 

0 1 0 1

2 2

0 0

2 2

1 1

A A 0

1

1

B B

A B

A B

⎧ + =
⎪⎪

+ =⎨
⎪

+ =⎪⎩

.   (19) 

Considering the conciseness of equation expression, 

the measurement basis 
X

B  adopted by the protocol can 

be concisely expressed as: | (| 0 |1 )
1

2

x+〉 = 〉+ 〉+ =  

and | = = (| 0 |1 )
1

2

x−〉 〉− 〉− . Substituting equation (3) 

and (18) into equation (1), it can be obtained that 

 

ABCD ABCD

0 1

ABC D

0 1

ABC D

0 1

ABC D

0 1

ABC D

| | 1111
1

2

= (
16

)

+ (
16

)

(
16

)

(
16

)

A A

d

A A

d

B B

d

B B

d

ψ

+

+

−

−

〉 = 〉+ 〉

+

+ + + + + − − +

− + − + − − +

−

+ + − + + − +

+ − + + + − − −

+

− + + + + + − −

+ − + − + − − +

−

− + + − + + − +

+ − + + + − − −

(|0000 )

 (20) 

The four coefficients in the equation are: 0 1

16

A A+

, 

0 1

16

A A−

, 0 1

16

B B−

− , 0 1

16

B B+

− . 

Among which it’s required that 0 1

16

A A+

 and 

0 1

16

A A−

 cannot be zero at the same time, and 

0 1

16

B B−

−  and 0 1

16

B B+

−  cannot be zero at the same 

time, either. 

It should be pointed out that { },d d
+ −

 represents 

all the bases that may be selected by Diana. It can be 

shown from equation (20) that Diana has at least four 

potential combinations of the measurement results of A, 

B and C, namely, the phases in the four brackets of 

equation (20),  with regard to any measurement result 

under any measurement bases. It can be seen from the 

four items in each bracket that the probability is 1/2 for 

any photon measurement result of A, B and C being 

+  or − , which shows that Diana cannot obtain 

more information by changing the measurement bases. 

Therefore, any party cannot speculate the state of the 

particle possessed by others only depending on the 

measurement result of the particle possessed by 

himself/herself nor obtain more information by 

changing the measurement bases. Therefore, it is 

impossible to forge the signature or cheat, and the 

dishonest activities cannot be implemented successfully. 

It is assumed in this protocol that Bob is honest, so it 

is impossible that the other three parties have the 

intention to cheat or implement other dishonest 

activities. Therefore, we take no account of this 

situation. 

4.4 Unconditional Security of the Scheme 

The scheme takes the four-particle GHZ state as the 

quantum channel, achieves the overall process of e-

payment through the physical properties for the 

entanglement coherence of four-particle GHZ state and 

adopts the quantum key distribution (QKD) to make 

every party share the key, so it is unconditionally 

secure. 

5 Conclusion 

We choose the four-particle GHZ entangled state as 

the quantum channel, take the quantum blind signature 

as the basis and distribute the key through quantum key 

distribution protocol to build a mobile quantum 

payment system. The scheme has the characteristics of 

blindness, prevention of fraudulence and unconditional 

security. And it’s unnecessary for the scheme to use 

the complex quantum fingerprint function and adopt 

the post audit, so it is more concise and reliable and 
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more applicable to the mobile payment system that is 

under the booming development. 
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